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AAUP Annual Meeting 
January 22, 2013 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRESS/LIBRARIES 
HISTORY OF THE RELATIONSHIP 
1960 “Purdue University Studies” created 
1974 Became Purdue University Press 
 
1992 Reporting moves to Dean of Libraries 
1993 Purdue University Press admitted to AAUP 
 
2008 Press attracts financial scrutiny 
2009 Press moved physically into Libraries 
2012 Purdue University Press and Scholarly Publishing Services 
established. Purdue e-Pubs staff start reporting to Director of 
Press. 
PHYSICAL COLLOCATION 
Center of power 
Now – 2013 (above) 
 
 
Then – 2009 (below) 
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SHARED MISSION 
PRESS AS FULL PARTNER IN STRATEGIC PLAN 
CHALLENGES 
• Potential threat to reputation 
Does more alignment with campus raise concerns about vanity publishing? 
Differentiating Press from Services. Rigorous peer review and maintaining 
Editorial Board independence even more crucial. 
 
• Loss of independence 
Are we more subject to the whims of senior administrators? But we now have the 
advantage of a larger parent should things get tough. 
 
• Strategic misdirection stemming from lack of understanding 
But we have independent and diverse Management Advisory and Editorial Boards. For 
example, our Open Access activities have a strong sustainability element which is 
supported by the Dean. 
ADVANTAGES 
• Many back office services provided without charge to Press 
Including business office services, legal counsel, IT support (including 
hardware), fundraising, online hosting, office space including utilities, and 
physical facilities support. As well as the 60% of staff salaries paid from 
general funds. 
 
• More diversity of skills and perspectives 
Metadata, digital preservation, bibliographic standards knowledge, etc., just 
down the hallway, plus useful and honest information about why and how 
libraries buy. 
 
• Freedom to experiment/engage more with campus partners 
We can go “beyond the monograph” . . .  
WHY ADD “SCHOLARLY PUB SERVICES”? 










PRE- and  
POST-PRINT 
COLLECTIONS 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING SERVICES 
Two Imprints, shared infrastructure: ca. 50% subsidy /ca. 50% earned revenue 
- Purdue UP: branded; peer-reviewed; books and journals aligned with Purdue mission; discipline-focused 
- Scholarly Publishing Services: “white label”; less formal; e.g.,tech reports, conferences; institution-focused 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
PEER-REVIEWED BOOKS AND JOURNALS 
SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING SERVICES 
OA JOURNALS, TECH REPORTS, CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, POSTPRINTS, etc. 
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE 
• Expansion of campus publishing services with more 
systematic cost-recovery. Conferences offer a special 
opportunity. 
 
• More support for new models of publication, e.g., better 
capacity to handle multimedia and links with data. 
 
• Move up the value chain from technology and science areas 
where we have established relationships through our informal 
publishing activities. E.g., books in civil engineering. 
LESSONS LEARNED 
• Physical collocation is important for promoting understanding 
and innovation. 
 
• It is essential for the press to be integrally involved in 
strategic planning for the libraries, and for all staff to “see 
themselves” in the resulting plan’s goals. 
 
• Focus on shared visions for serving disciplinary communities 
overcomes operational issues. There is a common interest in 
building “unique collections” and “distinctive lists.” 
www.lib.purdue.edu/publishing 
“The publishing division of Purdue Libraries enhances the impact of Purdue scholarship  by 
developing information products aligned with the University’s strengths.” 
